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Strategies for hypothesis testing in scientific investigation and everyday reasoning have interested

both psychologists and philosophers. A number of these scholars stress the importance of disconnr-

mation in reasoning and suggest that people are instead prone to a general deleterious "confirmation

bias." In particular, it is suggested that people tend to test those cases that have the best chance of
verifying current beliefs rather than those that have the best chance of falsifying them. We show,

howevei; that many phenomena labeled "confirmation bias" are better understood in terms of a

general positive test strategy. With this strategy, there is a tendency to test cases that are expected (or
known) to have the property of interest rather than those expected (or known) to lack that property.

This strategy is not equivalent to confirmation bias in the first sense; we show that the positive test

strategy can be a very good heuristic for determining the truth or falsity of a hypothesis under

realistic conditions. It can, however, lead to systematic errors or inefficiencies. The appropriateness
of human hypothesis-testing strategies and prescriptions about optimal strategies must be under-

stood in terms of the interaction between the strategy and the task at hand.

A substantial proportion of the psychological literature on
hypothesis testing has dealt with issues of confirmation and dis-
confirmation. Interest in this topic was spurred by the research
findings of Wason (e.g., 1960,1968) and by writings in the phi-
losophy of science (e.g., Lakatos, 1970; Platt, 1964; Popper,
1959, 1972), which related hypothesis testing to the pursuit of
scientific inquiry. Much of the work in this area, both empirical

and theoretical, stresses the importance of disconfirmation in
learning and reasoning. In contrast, human reasoning is often
said to be prone to a "confirmation bias" that hinders effective
learning. However, confirmation bias has meant different things
to different investigators, as Fischhoff and Beyth-Marom point
out in a recent review (1983). For example, researchers studying

the perception of correlations have proposed that people are
overly influenced by the co-occurrence of two events and in-
sufficiently influenced by instances in which one event occurs
without the other (e.g., Arkes&Harkness, 1983; Crocker, 1981;

Jenkins & Ward, 196S; Nisbett & Ross, 1980; Schustack &
Stemberg, 1981; Shaklee & Mims, 1982; Smedslund, 1963;
Ward & Jenkins, 1965). Other researchers have suggested that
people tend to discredit or reinterpret information counter to a

hypothesis they hold (e,g., Lord, Ross, & Lepper, 1979; Nisbett
&Ross, 1980; Ross & Lepper, 1980) or they may conduct biased

tests that pose little risk of producing discontinuing results
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(e.g., Snyder, 1981; Snyder & Campbell, 1980; Snyder &
Swann, 1978).

The investigation of hypothesis testing has been concerned

with both descriptive and prescriptive issues. On the one hand,
researchers have been interested in understanding the processes
by which people form, test, and revise hypotheses in social judg-
ment, logical reasoning, scientific investigation, and other do-
mains. On the other hand, there has also been a strong implica-
tion that people are doing things the wrong way and that efforts
should be made to correct or compensate for the failings of hu-
man hypothesis testing. This concern has been expressed with
regard to everyday reasoning (e.g., see Bruner, 1951; Nisbett

& Ross, 1980) as well as professional scientific endeavor (e.g.,
Mahoney, 1979; Platt, 1964).

In this article, we focus on hypotheses about the factors that
predict, explain, or describe the occurrence of some event or
property of interest. We mean this broadly, to include hypothe-
ses about causation ("Cloud seeding increases rainfall"), cate-
gorization ("John is an extrovert"), prediction ("The major risk

factors for schizophrenia are . . ."), and diagnosis ("The most
diagnostic signs of malignancy are. . ."). We consider both de-
scriptive and prescriptive issues concerning information gather-
ing in hypothesis-testing tasks. We include under this rubric
tasks that require the acquisition of evidence to determine

whether or not a hypothesis is correct The task may require the
subject to determine the truth value of a given hypothesis (e.g.,
Jenkins & Ward, 1965; Snyder & Campbell, 1980; Wason,

1966), or to find the one true hypothesis among a set or universe
of possibilities (e.g., Bruner, Goodnow, & Austin, 1956; Mynatt,
Doherty,& Tweney, 1977,1978; Wason, 1960,1968).

The task known as rule discovery (Wason, 1960) serves as the

basis for the development of our analyses, which we later extend
to other kinds of hypothesis testing. We first examine what
"confirmation" means in hypothesis testing. Different senses of

confirmation have been poorly distinguished in the literature,
contributing to misinterpretations of both empirical findings
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and theoretical prescriptions. We propose that many phenom-

ena of human hypothesis testing can be understood in terms of

a general positive test strategy. According to this strategy, you

test a hypothesis by examining instances in which the property

or event is expected to occur (to see if it does occur), or by exam-

ining instances in which it is known to have occurred (to see if

the hypothesized conditions prevail). This basic strategy sub-

sumes a number of strategies or tendencies that have been sug-

gested for particular tasks, such as confirmation strategy, veri-

fication strategy, matching bias, and illicit conversion. As some

of these names imply, this approach is not theoretically proper.

We show, however, that the positive test strategy is actually a

good all-purpose heuristic across a range of hypothesis-testing

situations, including situations in which rules and feedback are

probabilistic. Under commonly occurring conditions, this strat-

egy can be well suited to the basic goal of determining whether

or not a hypothesis is correct.

Next, we show how the positive test strategy provides an inte-

grative frame for understanding behavior in a variety of seem-

ingly disparate domains, including concept identification, logi-

cal reasoning, intuitive personality testing, learning from out-

come feedback, and judgment of contingency or correlation.

Our thesis is that when concrete, task-specific information is

lacking, or cognitive demands are high, people rely on the posi-

tive test strategy as a general default heuristic. Like any all-pur-

pose strategy, this may lead to a variety of problems when ap-

plied to particular situations, and many of the biases and errors

described in the literature can be understood in this light. On

the other hand, this general heuristic is often quite adequate,

and people do seem to be capable of more sophisticated strate-

gies when task conditions are favorable.

Finally, we discuss some ways in which our task analysis can

be extended to a wider range of situations and how it can con-

tribute to further investigation of hypothesis-testing processes.

Confirmation and Disconfirmation in Rule Discovery

The Rule Discovery Task

Briefly, the rule discovery task can be described as follows:

There is a class of objects with which you are concerned; some

of the objects have a particular property of interest and others

do not. The task of rule discovery is to determine the set of

characteristics that differentiate those with this target property

from those without it. The concept identification paradigm in

learning studies is a familiar example of a laboratory rule-dis-

covery task (e.g. Bruner, Goodnow, & Austin, 1956; Levine,

1966; Trabasso & Bower, 1968). Here, the objects may be, for

example, visual stimuli in different shapes, colors, and loca-

tions. Some choices of stimuli are reinforced, others are not.

The learner's goal is to discover the rule or "concept" (e.g., red

circles) that determines reinforcement.

Wason (1960) was the first to use this type of task to study

people's understanding of the logic of confirmation and discon-

firmation. He saw the rule-discovery task as representative of

an important aspect of scientific reasoning (see also Mahoney,

1976, 1979; Mynatt et al., 1977, 1978; Simon, 1973). To illus-

trate the parallel between rule discovery and scientific investiga-

tion, consider the following hypothetical case. You are an astro-

physicist, and you have a hypothesis about what kinds of stars

develop planetary systems. This hypothesis might be derived

from a larger theory of astrophysics or may have been induced

from past observation. The hypothesis can be expressed as a

rule, such that those stars that have the features specified in the

rule are hypothesized to have planets and those not fitting the

rule are hypothesized to have no planets. We will use the symbol

RH for the hypothesized rule, H for the set of instances that fit

that hypothesis, and H for the set that do not fit it. There is a

domain or "universe" to which the rule is meant to apply (e.g.,

all stars in our galaxy), and in that domain there is a target set

(those stars that really do have planets). You would like to find

the rule that exactly specifies which members of the domain are

in the target set (the rule that describes exactly what type of

stars have planets). We will use T for the target set, and RT for

the "correct" rule, which specifies the target set exactly. Let us

assume for now that such a perfect rule exists. (Alternate ver-

sions of the rule might exist, but for our purposes, rules can be

considered identical if they specify exactly the same set T.) The

correct rule may be extremely complex, including conjunc-

tions, disjunctions, and trade-offs among features. Your goal as

a scientist, though, is to bring the hypothesized rule RH in line

with the correct rule RT and thus to have the hypothesized set

H match the target set T. \ou could then predict exactly which

stars do and do not have planets. Similarly, a psychologist might

wish to differentiate those who are at risk for schizophrenia

from those who are not, or an epidemiologist might wish to

understand who does and does not contract AIDS. The same

structure can also be applied in a diagnostic context. For exam-

ple, a diagnostician might seek to know the combination of

signs that differentiates benign from malignant tumors.

In each case, an important component of the investigative

process is the testing of hypotheses. That is, the investigator

wants to know if the hypothesized rule RH is identical to the

correct rule RT and if not, how they differ. This is accomplished

through the collection of evidence, that is, the examination of

instances. For example, you might choose a star hypothesized

to have planets and train your telescope on it to see if it does

indeed have planets, or you might examine tumors expected to

be benign, to see if any are in fact malignant.

Wason (1960, 1968) developed a laboratory version of rule

discovery to study people's hypothesis-testing strategies (in par-

ticular, their use of confirmation and disconfirmation), in a task

that "simulates a miniature scientific problem" (1960, p. 139).

In Wason's task, the universe was made up of all possible sets

of three numbers ("triples"). Some of these triples fit the rule,

in other words, conformed to a rule the experimenter had in

mind. In our terms, fitting the experimenter's rule is the target

property that subjects must learn to predict. The triples that fit

the rule, then, constitute the target set, T. Subjects were pro-

vided with one target triple (2, 4, 6), and could ask the experi-

menter about any others they cared to. For each triple the sub-

ject proposed, the experimenter responded yes (fits the rule) or

no (does not fit). Although subjects might start with only a

vague guess, they quickly formed an initial hypothesis about the

rule (RH). For example, they might guess that the rule was

"three consecutive even numbers." They could then perform

one of two types of hypothesis tests (Htests): they could propose

a triple they expected to be a target (e.g., 6, 8, 10), or a triple
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u Action

+Htest

-Htest

•Yes" (in T) 'No' On T)

HnT: Ambiguous

verification

HnT: Conclusive

falsification

HnT: Impossible

HnT: Ambiguous

verification

Figure 1. Representation of a situation in which the hypothesized rule is embedded within the correct rule,
as in Wason's (I960) "2, 4, 6" task. (U = the universe of possible instances [e.g., all triples of numbers];
T = the set of instances that have the target property [e.g., they fit the experimenter's rule: increasing];
H = the set of instances that fit the hypothesized rule [e.g., increasing by 2].)

they expected not to be {e.g., 2,4,7). In this paper, we will refer
to these as a positive hypothesis test (+Htest) and a negative
hypothesis test (-Htest), respectively.

Wason found that people made much more use of +Htests
than -Htests. The subject whose hypothesis was "consecu-
tive evens," for example, would try many examples of consec-
utive-even triples and relatively few others. Subjects often be-
came quite confident of their hypotheses after a series of+Ht-
ests only. In Wason's (1960) task this confidence was usually
unfounded, for reasons we discuss later. Wason described the
hypothesis testers as "seeking confirmation" because they
looked predominantly at cases that fit their hypothesized rule
for targets (e.g., different sets of consecutive even numbers).
We think it more appropriate to view this "confirmation
bias" as a manifestation of the general hypothesis-testing
strategy we call the positive test (+ test) strategy. In rule dis-
covery, the +test strategy leads to the predominant use of
+Htests, in other words, a tendency to test cases you think
will have the target property.

The general tendency toward -(-testing has been widely repli-
cated. In a variety of different rule-discovery tasks (KJayman
& Ha, 1985;Mahoney, 1976, 1979; Mynattetal., 1977, 1978;
Taplin, 1975; Tweney et al., 1980; Wason & Johnson-Laird,
1972) people look predominantly at cases they expect will have
the target property, rather than cases they expect will not As
with nearly all strategies, people do not seem to adhere strictly
to -(-testing, however. For instance, given an adequate number of

test opportunities and a lack of pressure for a quick evaluation,
people seem willing to test more widely (Gorman & Gorman,
1984; Klayman & Ha, 1985). Of particular interest is one ma-
nipulation that greatly improved success at Wason's 2,4,6 task.
Tweney et al. (1980) used a task structurally identical to Wa-
son's but modified the presentation of feedback. Triples were
classified as either DAX or MED, rather than yes (fits the rule)
or no (does not fit). The rule for DAX was Wason's original
ascending-order rule, and all other triples were MED. Subjects
in the DAX/MED version used even fewer —Htests than usual.
However, they treated the DAX rule and the MED rule as two
separate hypotheses, and tested each with -(-Htests, thereby fa-
cilitating a solution.

The thrust of this work has been more than just descriptive,
however. There has been a strong emphasis on the notion that a
-Hest strategy (or something like it) will lead to serious errors
or inefficiencies in the testing of hypotheses. We begin by taking
a closer look at this assumption. We examine what philosophers
of science such as Popper and Platt have been arguing, and how
that translates to prescriptions for information gathering in
different hypothesis-testing situations. We then examine the
task characteristics that control the extent to which a -Hest
strategy deviates from those prescriptions. We begin with rule
discovery as described above, and then consider what happens
if additional information is available (examples of known tar-
gets and nontargets), and if an element of probabilistic error is
introduced. The basic question is, if you are trying to determine

Action

+Htest

-Htest

Result

'Yes' (in T) 'No' (in T)

HnT: Ambiguous

verification

HnT: Conclusive

falsification

HnT: Conclusive

falsification

HnT: Ambiguous

verification

Figure 2. Representation of a situation in which the hypothesized rule overlaps the correct rule.
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u Action

+Htest

-Htest

Result
'Yes' On T) 'No" On T)

HnT: Ambiguous
verification

HnT: Impossible

HnT: Conclusive
falsification

HnT: Ambiguous
verification

Figure 3. Representation of a situation in which the hypothesized rule surrounds the correct rule.

the truth or falsity of a hypothesis, when is a 4- test strategy un-
wise and when is it not?

The Logic of Ambiguous Versus Conclusive Events

As a class, laboratory rule-discovery tasks share three simpli-
fying assumptions. First, feedback is deterministically accurate.
The experimenter provides the hypothesis tester with error-free
feedback in accordance with an underlying rule. Second, the
goal is to determine the one correct rule (RT). All other rules
are classified as incorrect, without regard to how wrong RH may
be, although the tester may be concerned with where it is wrong
in order to form a new hypothesis. Third, correctness requires
both sufficiency and necessity: A rule is incorrect if it predicts
an instance will be in the target set when it is not (false positive),
or predicts it will not be in the target set when it is (false nega-
tive). We discuss later the extent to which each of these assump-
tions restricts generalization to other tasks.

Consider again Wason's original task. Given the triple (2, 4,
6), the hypotheses that occur to most people are "consecutive
even numbers," "increasing by 2," and the like. The correct
rule, however, is much broader, "increasing numbers." Con-
sider subjects whose hypothesized rule is "increasing by 2."
Those who use only +Htests (triples that increase by 2, such as
6, 8,10) can never discover that their rule is incorrect, because
all examples of "increasing by 2" also fit the rule of "increas-
ing." Thus, it is crucial to try -Htests (triples that do not in-
crease by 2, such as 2,4,7), This situation is depicted in Figure
1. Here, U represents the universe of instances, all possible tri-
ples of numbers. T represents the target set, triples that fit the
experimenter's rule ("increasing"). H represents the hypothe-
sized set, triples that fit the tester's hypothesized rule (say, "in-
creasing by 2"). There are in principle four classes of instances,
although they do not all exist in this particular example:

1. HOT: instances correctly hypothesized to be in the target set
(positive hits).

2. HOT: instances incorrectly hypothesized to be in the target set
(false positives).

3. HOT: instances correctly hypothesized to be outside the target
set (negative hits).

4. HOT: instances incorrectly hypothesized to be outside the tar-
get set (false negatives).

Instances of the types H n T and H n T falsify the hypothesis.
That is, the occurrence of either shows conclusively that H ¥= T,
thus RH i1 RT? the hypothesized rule is not the correct one.
Instances of the types H n T and H H f verify the hypothesis,
in the sense of providing favorable evidence. However, these in-
stances are ambiguous: The hypothesis may be correct, but
these instances can occur even if the hypothesis is not correct.
Note that there are only conclusive falsifications, no conclusive
verifications. This logical condition is the backbone of philoso-
phies of science that urge investigators to seek falsification
rather than verification of their hypotheses (e.g., Popper, 1959).
Put somewhat simplistically, a lifetime of verifications can be
countered by a single conclusive falsification, so it makes sense
for scientists to make the discovery of falsifications their pri-
mary goal.

Suppose, then, that you are the tester in Wason's task, with
the hypothesis of "increasing by 2." If you try a -f Htest (e.g., 6,
8,10) you will get either a yes response, which is an ambiguous
verification of the type H Pi T, or a no, which is a conclusive
falsification of the type H Pi f. The falsification H n T would
show that meeting the conditions of your rule is not sufficient
to guarantee membership in T. Thus, +Htests can be said to be
tests of the rule's sufficiency. However, unknown to the subjects
in the 2, 4, 6, task (Figure 1) there are no instances of H n T,
because the hypothesized rule is sufficient: Any instance follow-
ing RH ("increasing by 2") will in fact be in the target set T
("increasing"). Thus, +Htests will never produce falsification.
If you instead try a -Htest (e.g., 2,4,7) you will get_either a no
answer which is an ambiguous verification (H fl T) or a yes
answer which is a conclusive falsification (HOT). The falsifica-
tion H fl T shows that your conditions are not necessary for
membership in T. Thus, —Htests test a rule's necessity. In the
2, 4, 6 task, —Htests can result in conclusive falsification be-
cause RH is sufficient but not necessary (i.e., there are some
target triples that do not increase by 2).

In the above situation, the Popperian exhortation to seek fal-
sification can be fulfilled only by -Htesting, and those who rely
on +Htests are likely to be misled by the abundant verification
they receive. Indeed, Wason deliberately designed his task so
that this would be the case, in order to show the pitfalls of "con-
firmation bias" (Wason, 1962), The hypothesis-tester's situa-
tion is not always like this, however. Consider the situation in
which the hypothesized set merely overlaps the target set, as
shown in Figure 2, rather than being embedded within it, as
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u Action

+Htest

-Htest

'Yes' (in T) 'No' Cin T)

HnT: Impossible

HnT: Conclusive
falsification

HnT: Conclusive
falsification

HnT: Ambiguous
verification

Figure 4. Representation of a situation in which the hypothesized rule and the correct rule are disjoint.

shown in Figure 1. This would be the case if, for example, the
correct rule were "three even numbers." There would be some
members of H n T, instances that were "increasing by 2" but
not "three evens" (e.g., 1, 3, 5), and some members of H fl T,
"three evens" but not "increasing by 2" (e.g., 4, 6, 2). Thus,
conclusive falsification could occur with either +Htests or -H-
tests. Indeed, it is possible to be in a situation just the opposite
of Wason's, shown in Figure 3. Here, the hypothesis is too broad
and "surrounds" the target set. This would be the case if the
correct rule were, say, "consecutive even numbers." Now a tes-
ter who did only -Htests could be sorely misled, because there
are no falsifications of the type HOT; any instance that violates
"increasing by 2" also violates "consecutive evens." Only +H-
tests can reveal conclusive falsifications (HOT instances such
as 1,3,5).

Aside from these three situations, there are two other possible
relationships between H and T. When H and T are disjoint (Fig-
ure 4), any +Htest will produce conclusive falsification, be-
cause nothing in H is in T; -Htests could produce either verifi-
cation or falsification. This is not likely in the 2,4, 6 task, be-
cause you are given one known target instance to begin with. In
the last case (Figure 5), you have finally found the correct rule,
and H coincides with T. Here, every test produces ambiguous
information; a final proof is possible only if there is a finite uni-
verse of instances and every case is searched.

In naturally occurring situations, as in Wason's (1960) task,
one could find oneself in any of the conditions depicted, usually
with no way of knowing which. Suppose, for example, that you
are a manufacturer trying to determine the best way to advertise
your line of products, and your current hypothesis is that televi-

sion commercials are the method of choice. For you, the uni-
verse, U, is the set of possible advertising methods; the target
set, T, is the set of methods that are effective, and the hypothe-
sized set, H, is television commercials. Suppose that in fact the
set of effective advertising methods for these products is much
broader: any visual medium (magazine ads, etc.) will work.
This is the situation depicted in Figure 1. If you try +Htests
(i.e., try instances in your hypothesized set, television commer-
cials) you will never discover that your rule is wrong, because
television commercials will be effective. Only by trying things
you think will not work (-Htests) can you obtain falsification.
\bu might then discover an instance of the type HOT nontele-
vision advertising that is effective.

Suppose instead that the correct rule for effectively advertis-
ing these products is to use humor. This is the situation in Fig-
ure 2. You could find a (serious) television commercial that you
thought would work, but does not (H D T), or a (humorous)
npntelevision ad that you thought would not work, but does
(H Pi T). Thus, conclusive falsification could occur with either
a +Htest or a -Htest. If instead the correct rule for these prod-
ucts is more restricted, say, "prime-time television only," you
would have an overly broad hypothesis, as shown in Figure 3.
In that case, you will never obtain falsification if you use -H-
tests (i.e., if you experiment with methods you think will not
work), because anything that is not on television is also not on
prime time. Only + Htests can reveal conclusive falsifications,
by finding instances of H n T (instances of television commer-
cials that are not effective).

What is critical, then, is not the testing of cases that do not
fit your hypothesis, but the testing of cases that are most likely

U
Action

-r-Htest

-Htest

Result
'Yes' Cin TD 'No' Cin T)

HnT: Ambiguous
verification

HnT: Impossible

HnT: Impossible

HnT: Ambiguous
verification

Figure 5. Representation of the situation in which the hypothesized rule coincides with the correct rule.
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to prove you wrong. In Wason's task these two actions are iden-

tical, but as shown in Figures 2 through 5, this is not generally

so. Thus, it is very important to distinguish between two differ-

ent senses of "seeking disconfirmation." One sense is to exam-

ine instances that you predict will not have the target property.

The other sense is to examine instances you most expect to fal-

sify, rather than verify, your hypothesis. This distinction has not

been well recognized in past analyses, and confusion between

the two senses of disconfirmation has figured in at least two

published debates, one involving Wason (1960, 1962) and

Wetherick (1962), the other involving Mahoney (1979, 1980),

Hardin (1980), and Tweney, Doherty, and Mynatt (1982). The

prescriptions of Popper and Platt emphasize the importance of

falsification of the hypothesis, whereas empirical investigations

have focused more on the testing of instances outside the hy-

pothesized set.

Confirmation and Disconfirmation:

Where's the Information?

The distinction between —testing and seeking falsification

leads to an important question for hypothesis testers: Given the

choice between +tests and -tests, which is more likely to yield

critical falsification? As is illustrated in Figures 1 through 5, the

answer depends on the relation between your hypothesized set

and the target set. This, of course, is impossible to know without

first knowing what the target set is. Even without prescience of

the truth, however, it is possible for a tester to make a reasoned

judgment about which kind of test to perform. Prescriptions

can be based on (at least) two considerations: (a) What type of

errors are of most concern, and (b) Which test could be ex-

pected, probabilistically, to yield conclusive falsification more

often. The first point hinges on the fact that +Htests and -H-

tests reveal different kinds of errors (false positives and false

negatives, respectively). A tester might care more about one

than the other and might be advised to test accordingly. Al-

though there is almost always some cost to either type of error,

one cost may be much higher than the other. For example, a

personnel director may be much more concerned about hiring

an incompetent person (H flT) than about passing over some

potentially competent ones (H PI T). Someone in this position

should favor +Htests (examining applicants judged competent,

to find any failures) because they reveal potential false positives.

On the other hand, some situations require greater concern with

false negatives than false positives. For example, when dealing

with a major communicable disease, it is more_serious to allow

a true case to go undiagnosed and_untreated (H n T) than it is

to mistakenly treat someone (H n T). Here the emphasis should

be on — Htests (examining people who test negative, to find any

missed cases), because they reveal potential false negatives.

It could be, then, that a preference for +Htests merely reflects

a greater concern with sufficiency than necessity. That is, the

tester may simply be more concerned that all chosen cases are

true than that all true cases are chosen. For example, experi-

ments by Vogel and Annau (1973), Tschirgi (1980), and

Schwartz (1981, 1982) suggest that an emphasis on the suffi-

ciency of one's actions is enhanced when one is rewarded for

each individual success rather than only for the final rule discov-

ery. Certainly, in many real situations (choosing an employee,

a job, a spouse, or a car) people must similarly live with their

mistakes. Thus, people may be naturally inclined to focus more

on false positives than on false negatives in many situations. A

tendency toward +Htesting would be entirely consistent with

such an emphasis. However, it is still possible that people retain

an emphasis on sufficiency when it is inappropriate (as in Wa-

son's task).

Suppose that you are a tester who cares about both

sufficiency and necessity: your goal is simply to determine

whether or not you have found the correct rule. It is still possible

to analyze the situation on the basis of reasonable expectations

about the world. If you accept the reasoning of Popper and Platt,

the goal of your testing should be to uncover conclusive falsifi-

cations. Which kind of test, then, should you expect to be more

likely to do so? Assume that you do not know in advance

whether your hypothesized set is embedded in, overlaps, or sur-

rounds the target. The general case can be characterized by four

quantities':

p(i) The overall base-rate probability that a member of
the domain is in the target set. This would be, for ex-
ample, the proportion of stars in the galaxy that have
planets.

p(h) The overall probability that a member of the domain
is in the hypothesized set. This would be the propor-
tion of stars that fit your hypothesized criteria for hav-
ing planets.

The overall probability that a positive prediction will
prove false, for example, that a star hypothesized to
have planets will turn out not to.

z" = p(t|h) The overall probability that a negative prediction will
prove false, for example, that a star hypothesized not
to have planets will turn out in fact to have them.

The quantities z+ and z~ are indexes of the errors made by the

hypothesis. They correspond to the false-positive rate and false-

negative rate for the hypothesized rule RH (cf. Einhorn & Ho-

garth, 1978). In our analyses, all four of the above probabilities

are assumed to be greater than zero but less than one.2 This

corresponds to the case of overlapping target and hypothesis

sets, as shown in Figure 2. However, other situations can be re-

garded as boundary conditions to this general case. For exam-

ple, the embedded, surrounding, and coincident situations

(Figures 1, 3, and 5) are cases in which z+ = p(t|h) = 0, z~ =

p(t|h) = 0. or both, respectively, and in the disjoint situation

(Figure 4), z+ = 1.

_ Recall that there are two sets of conclusive falsifications: H Q

T (your hypothesis predicts planets, but there are none), and H

n T (your hypothesis predicts no planets, but there are some).

If you perform a +Htest, the probability of a conclusive falsifi-

cation, p(Fn|+Htest), is equal to the false positive rate, z+.

If you perform a —Htest, the chance of falsification,

1 We use a lowercase letter to designate an instance of a given type: t
is an instance in set T, T is an instance in T, and so on.

3 Our analyses treat the sets U, T, and H as finite, but also apply to
infinite sets, as long as T and H designate finite, nonzero fractions of U.
In Wason's task (1960), for example, if U = all sets of three numbers and
H = all sets of three even numbers, then we can say that H designates '/s
of all the members of U, in other words, p(h) = Vt.
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p(Fn|-Htest), is equal to the false negative rate, r . A Popper-
ian hypothesis-tester might wish to perform the type of test with
the higher expected chance of falsification. Of course, you can-
not have any direct evidence on z+ and z~ without obtaining
some falsification, at which point you would presumably form
a different hypothesis. However, the choice between tests does
not depend on the values of z* and z~ per se, but on the relation-
ship between them, and that is a function of two quantities
about which an investigator might well have some information:
p(t) and p(h). What is required is an estimate of the base rate
of the phenomenon you are trying to predict (e.g., what propor-
tion of stars have planets, what proportion of the population
falls victim to schizophrenia or AIDS, what proportion of tu-
mors are malignant) and an estimate of the proportion your
hypothesis would predict. Then

z+ = p(t|h)=l-p(t|h)

= l-p(tnh)/p(h)

= i-[p(t)-p(tnE)]/p(h)

p(t)

Table 1
Conditions Favoring +Htests or -Htests as Means of
Obtaining Conctttsive Falsification

i --

.
p(h) (1)

According to Equation 1, even if you have no information
about z+ and z~, you can estimate their relationship from esti-
mates of the target and hypothesis base rates, p(t) and p(h). It
is not necessarily the case that the tester knows these quantities
exactly. However, there is usually some evidence available for
forming estimates on which to base a judgment. In any case, it
is usually easier to estimate, say, how many people suffer from
schizophrenia than it is to determine the conditions that pro-
duce it.

It seems reasonable to assume that in many cases the tester's

hypothesis is at least about the right size. People are not likely
to put much stock in a hypothesis that they believe greatly over-
predicts or underpredicts the target phenomenon. Let us as-
sume, then, that you believe that p(h) « p(t). Under these cir-
cumstances, Equation 1 can be approximated as

(2)

Thus, if p(t) < .5, then z* > z , which means that
p(Fn|+Htest) > p(Fn|-Htest). In other words, if you are at-
tempting to predict a minority phenomenon, you are more
likely to receive falsification using +Htests than -Htests. We
would argue that, in fact, real-world hypothesis testing most of-
ten concerns minority phenomena. For example, a recent esti-
mate for the proportion of stars with planets is Vt (Sagan, 1980,
p. 300), for the prevalence of schizophrenia, less than 1%
(American Psychiatric Association, 1980), and for the inci-
dence of AIDS in the United States, something between 10''

and 10"5 (Centers for Disease Control, 1986). Even in Wason's
original task (1960), the rule that seemed so broad (any increas-
ing) has a p(t) of only '/6, assuming one chooses from a large
range of numbers. Indeed, if p(t) were greater than .5, the per-
ception of target and nontarget would likely reverse. If 80% of

Target and hypothesis
base rates

Comparison of probability of falsification
(Fn) for +Htestsand -Htests*

Depends on specific values of z* and z~
p(Fn|+Htest) > p(Fn|-Htest)
p(Fn]+Htest) > p(Fni-Htest)
Depends on specific values of z+ and f

Depends on specific values of z+ and z~
p(Fn|+Htest) </>(Fn|-Htest)
p(Fn|+Htest) sp(FnhHtest)
Depends on specific values of z+ and f

'See Equation 1 for derivation.

the population had some disease, immunity would be the target
property, and p(t) would then be .2 (cf. Bourne & Guy, 1968;
Einhorn& Hogarth, 1986).

Thus, under some very common conditions, the probability
of receiving falsification with +Htests could be much greater
than with —Htests. Intuitively, this makes sense. When you are
investigating a relatively rare phenomenon, p(i) is low and the
set H is large. Finding a t in H (obtaining falsification with —H-
tests) can be likened to the proverbial search for a needle in a
haystack. Imagine, for example, looking for AIDS victims
among people believed not at risk for AIDS. On the other hand,
these same conditions_also mean thatp(t) is high, and set H is
small. Thus, finding a t in H (with +Htests) is likely to be much
easier. Here, you would be examining people with the hypothe-
sized risk factors. If you have a fairly good hypothesis, p(t|h) is
appreciably lower than p(T), but you are still likely to find
healthy people in the hypothesized risk group, and these cases
are informative. (You might also follow a strategy based on ex-
amining known victims; we discuss this kind of testing later.)

The conditions we assume above (a minority phenomenon,
and a hypothesis of about the right size) seem to apply to many
naturally occurring situations. However, these assumptions
may not always hold. There may be cases in which a majority
phenomenon is the target (e.g., because it was unexpected); then
p(t) > .5. There may also be situations in which a hypothesis is
tested even though it is not believed to be the right size, so that
p(h) ^ p(t). For example, you may not be confident of your
estimate for either p(t) or p(h), so you are not willing to reject
a theoretically appealing hypothesis on the basis of those esti-
mates. Or you may simply not know what to add to or subtract
from your hypothesis, so that a search for falsification is neces-
sary to suggest where to make the necessary change. In any case,
a tester with some sense of the base rate of the phenomenon can
make a reasoned guess as to which kind of test is more powerful,
in the sense of being more likely to find critical falsification.
The conditions under which -f Htests or -Htests are favored are
summarized in Table 1.

There are two main conclusions to be drawn from this analy-
sis. First, it is important to distinguish between two possible
senses of "seeking disconfirmation": (a) testing cases your hy-
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Table 2
Conditions Favoring+Ttests or—Tiests as Means of

Obtaining Conclusive Falsification

Taiget and hypothesis
base rates

Comparison of probability of falsification
(Fn) for + Ttests and -Ttests*

p(Fn|+Ttest) > p(Fn|-Ttest)
p(Fn|+Ttest) > p(Fnj-Ttest)
Depends on specific values of x+ and*"

Depends on specific values of x* and x~
p(Fn|+Ttest) <; p(Fn|-Ttest)
p(Fnj-t-Ttest) <p(Fn|-Ttest)

' See Equation 3 for derivation.

pothesis predicts to be non targets, and (b) testing cases that are
most likely to falsify the hypothesis. It is the latter that is gener-
ally prescribed as optimal. Second, the relation between these
two actions depends on the structure of the environment. Under
some seemingly common conditions, the two actions can, in
fact, conflict. The upshot is that, despite its shortcomings, the
+test strategy may be a reasonable way to test a hypothesis in
many situations. This is not to say that human hypothesis test-
ers are actually aware of the task conditions that favor or disfa-
vor the use of a +test strategy. Indeed, people may not be aware
of these factors precisely because the general heuristic they use
often works well.

Information in Target Tests

The 2,4,6 task involves only one-half of the proposed +test
strategy, that is, the testing of cases hypothesized to have the
target property (+Htesting). In some tasks, however, the tester

may also have an opportunity to examine cases in which the
target property is known to be present (or absent) and to receive
feedback about whether the instance fits the hypothesis. For ex-
ample, suppose that you hypothesize that a certain combina-
tion of home environment, genetic conditions, and physical
health distinguishes schizophrenic individuals from others. It
would be natural to select someone diagnosed as schizophrenic
and check whether the hypothesized conditions were present.
We will call this a positive target test (+Ttest), because you se-
lect an instance known to be in the target set. Similarly, you
could examine the history of someone judged not to be schizo-
phrenic to see if the hypothesized conditions were present. We
call this a negative target test (-Ttest). Generally, Ttests may be
more natural in cases involving diagnostic or epidemiological
questions, when one is faced with known effects for which the
causes and correlates must be determined.

Ttests behave in a manner quite parallel to the Htests de-
scribed above. A +Ttest results in verification (T f~l H) if the
known target turns out to fit the hypothesized rule (e.g., some-
one diagnosed as schizophrenic turns out to have the history
hypothesized to be distinctive to schizophrenia). A +Ttest re-
sults in falsification if a known target fails jo have the features
hypothesized to distinguish targets (T l~l H). The jwobability
of falsification with a +Test, designated x+, is p(h|t). This is

equivalent to the miss rate of signal detection theory (Green
& Swets, 1966). The_falsifying instances revealed by +Ttests
(missed targets, T_n H) are the same kind revealed by -Htests
(false negatives, H D T). Note, though, that the miss rate of
+Ttests is calculated differently than the false negative rate of
-Htests [x+ = p(h]t); z~ = p(t|h)]. Both +Ttests and -Htests
assess whether the conditions in RH are necessary for schizo-

phrenia.
With -Ttests, verifications are of the type T n H (nonschizo-

phrenks who do not have the history hypothesized for schizo-
phrenics), and falsifications are of the type T n H (nonschizo-
phrenics who do have that history). The probability of falsifica-
tion with -Ttests, designated x~, is p(h|t). This is equivalent
to the false alarm rate in signal detection theory. -Ttests and
+Htests reveal the same kinds of falsifying instances (false
alarms or false positives). The rate of falsification with —Ttests
is x~ = p(hft) compared to 2* = />(t)h) for +Htests. Both -T-
tests and +Htests assess whether the conditions in RH are suffi-

cient.
We can compare the two types of Ttests in a manner parallel

to that used to compare Htests. The values x.* and jc" (the miss
rate and false alarm rate, respectively) can be related following
the same logic used in Equation 1:

(3)

If we again assume thatp(t) < .5 andp(h) = p(l), then x+ > x~.

This means that +Ttests are more likely to result in falsification
than are -Ttests. The full set of conditions favoring one type
of Ttest over the other are shown in Table 2. Under common
circumstances, it can be normatively appropriate to have a sec-
ond kind of "confirmation bias," namely, a tendency to test
cases known to be targets rather than those known to be nontar-
gets.

It is also interesting to consider the relations between Ttests
and Htests. In some situations, it may be more natural to think
about one or the other. In an epidemiological study, for exam-
ple, cases often come presorted as T or T (e.g., diagnosed vic-
tims of disease vs. normal individuals). In an experimental
study, on the other hand, the investigator usually determines the
presence or absence of hypothesized factors and thus member-
ship in H or H (e.g., treatment vs. control group). Suppose,
though, that you are in a situation where all four types of test
are feasible. There are then two tests that reveal falsifications of
the type H D T (false positives or false alarms), namely +Htests
and -Ttests. These falsifications indicate that the hypothesized
conditions are not sufficient for the target phenomenon. For ex-

ample, suppose a team of meteorologists wants to test whether
certain weather conditions are sufficient to produce tornadoes.
The team can look for tornadoes where the hypothesized condi-
tions exist (+Htests) or they can test for the conditions where
tornadoes have not occurred (-Ttests). The probability of dis-
covering falsification with each kind of test is as follows:

p(Fn|+Htest)
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>№)'
(4)

Thus, if we assume, as before, that p(t) < .5, and p(h) = p(t),

then_z+ > x~: the probability of finding a falsifying instance

(h n T) is higher with +Htests than with -Ttests.

_ There are also two tests that reveal falsifications of the type

H n T (false negatives or misses): +Ttests and -Htests. These

falsifications indicate that the hypothesized conditions are not

necessary for the target phenomenon. The meteorologists can

test whether the hypothesized weather conditions are necessary

for tornadoes by looking at conditions where tornadoes are

sighted (+Ttests) or by looking for tornadoes where the hypoth-

esized conditions are lacking (-Htests). The probability of falsi-

fication with these two tests can be compared, parallel to Equa-

tion 4, above:

Thus, the probability of finding H O T falsifications is higher

with +Ttests than with -Htests.

These relationships reinforce the idea that it may well be ad-

vantageous in many situations to have two kinds of "confirma-

tion bias" in choosing tests: a tendency to examine cases hy-

pothesized to be targets (+Htests) and a tendency to examine

cases known to be targets (+Ttests). Taken together, these two

tendencies compose the general +test strategy. Under the usual

assumptions [p(t) < .5 and p(t) <= p(h)], +Htests are favored

over -Htests, and +Ttests over -Ttests, as more likely to find

falsifications. Moreover, if you wish to test your rule's suffi-

ciency, +Htests are better than -Ttests; if you wish to test the

rule's necessity, +Ttests are better than -Htests. Thus, it may

be advantageous for the meteorologists to focus their field re-

search on areas with hypothesized tornado conditions and areas

of actual tornado sighting (which, in fact, they seem to do; see

Lucas & Whittemore, 1985). Like many other cognitive heuris-

tics, however, this +test heuristic may prove maladaptive in par-

ticular situations, and people may continue to use the strategy

in those situations nonetheless (cf. Hogarth, 1981; Tversky &

Kahneman, 1974).

Hypothesis Testing in Probabilistic Environments

Laboratory versions of rule discovery usually take place in a

deterministic environment: There is a correct rule that makes

absolutely no errors, and feedback about predictions is com-

pletely error-free (see Kern, 1983, and Gorman, 1986, for inter-

esting exceptions). In real inquiry, however, one does not expect

to find a rule that predicts every schizophrenic individual or

planetary system without error, and one recognizes that the

ability to detect psychological disorders or celestial phenomena

is imperfect. What, then, is the normative status of the +test

heuristic in a probabilistic setting?

Irreducible error. In a probabilistic environment, it is some-

what of a misnomer to call any hypothesis correct, because even

the best possible hypothesis will make some false-positive and

false-negative predictions. These irreducible errors might actu-

ally be due to imperfect feedback, but from the tester's point of

view they look like false positives or false negatives. Alterna-

tively, the world may have a truly random component, or the

problem may be so complex that in practice perfect prediction

would be beyond human reach. In any case, the set T can be

defined as the set of instances that the feedback indicates are

targets. A best possible rule, RB, can be postulated that defines

the set B. B matches T as closely as possible, but not exactly.

Because of probabilistic error, even the best rule makes false-

positive and false-negative prediction errors (i.e., p(t|b) > 0 and

p(t|b) > 0). The probabilities of these errors, designated e+ and

t~, represent theoretical or practical minimum error rates.3

Qualitatively, the most important difference between deter-

ministic and probabilistic environments is that both verifica-

tion and falsification are of finite value and subject to some de-

gree of probabilistic error. Thus, falsifications are not conclu-

sive but merely constitute some evidence against the hypothesis,

and verifications must also be considered informative, despite

their logical ambiguity. Ultimately, it can never be known with

certainty that any given hypothesis is or is not the best possible.

One can only form a belief about the probability that a given

hypothesis is correct, in light of the collected evidence.

Despite these new considerations, it can be shown that the

basic findings of our earlier analyses still apply. Although the

relationship is more complicated, the relative value of +tests

and —tests is still a function of estimable task characteristics. In

general, it is still the case that +tests are favored when p(t) is

small and p(h) = p(t), as suggested earlier. Although we discuss

only Htests here, a parallel analysis can be performed for Ttests

as well.

Revision of beliefs. Assume that your goal is to obtain the

most evidence you can about whether or not your current hy-

pothesis is the best possible. Which type of test will, on average,

be more informative? This kind of problem calls for an analysis

of the expected value of information (e.g., see Edwards, 1965;

Raiffa, 1968). Such analyses are based on Bayes's equation,

which provides a normative statistical method for assessing the

extent to which a subjective degree of belief should be revised

in light of new data. To perform a full-fledged Bayesian analysis

of value of information, it would be necessary to represent the

complete reward structure of the particular task and compute

the tester's subjective expected utility of each possible action.

Such an analysis would be very complex or would require a

great many simplifying assumptions. It is possible, though, to

use a simple, general measure of "impact," such as the expected

change in belief (EAP).

Suppose you think that there is some chance your hypothesis

is the best possible, p(Rn = RB). Then, you perform a +Htest,

and receive a verification (Vn). You would now have a somewhat

higher estimate of the chance that your hypothesis is the best

onep(RH = RB|Vn, +H). Call the impact of this test APVn,+H,

the absolute magnitude of change in degree of belief. Of course,

you might have received a falsification (Fn) instead, in which

case your belief that RH = RB would be reduced by some

amount, APFn,+H- The expected change in belief for a +Htest,

3 For simplicity, we ignore the possibility that a rule might produce,

say, fewer false positives but more false negatives than the best rule. We

assume that the minimum c* and t~ can both be achieved at the same

time. The more general case could be analyzed by defining a joint func-

tion olV and r which is to be minimized.
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given that you do not know in advance whether you will receive

a verification or a falsification, would thus be

EAP+H = p(Fn|+Htest).APFn,+H +p(Vn|+Htest).APvn,+H. (6)

In the appendix, we show that

-»-£. 0)

and

p(Fn|+Htest).APFn.+H = (

p(Vn|+Htest). APVn,+H = (

= RB), (9)

RB). (10)

Thus

EAP+H = 2(z+-€+).p(RH = RB). (11)
Similarly,

EAP_H = 2(z~ - O -p(RH = RB). (12)

This probabilistic analysis looks different from its determin-

istic counterpart in one respect. Before, the emphasis was

strictly on falsification. Here, verification can sometimes be

more informative than falsification. Using +Htests to illustrate,

Equations 7 and 8 imply that if z* > .5, then APVn,+H > APFn,+H -

A hypothesis with z* > .5 is a weak hypothesis; you believe the

majority of predicted targets will prove wrong. Perhaps this is

an old hypothesis that is now out of favor, or a new shot-in-the-

dark guess. The AP measure captures the intuition that surprise

verification of a longshot hypothesis has more impact than the

anticipated falsification.

In considering the expected impact of a test, you must bal-

ance the greater impact of unexpected results against the fact

that you do not think such results are likely to happen. With

the EAP measure, the net result is that verifications and falsifi-

cations are expected to make equal contributions to changes in

belief, overall (as shown in Equations 9 and 10). Verifications

and falsifications have equal expected impact even in a deter-

ministic environment, according to this definition of impact.

The deterministic environment is merely a special case in
which (

+ = t~ = 0.

Given this probabilistic view of the value of verification and

falsification, where should one look for information? The an-

swer to this question, based on the comparison between -t-Htests

and -Htests, changes very little from the deterministic case. It

would be a rational policy for a tester to choose the type of Htest

associated with the greatest expected change in belief. In that

case, according to Equations 1 1 and 1 2, you want to choose the

test for which z - e is greatest: +Htests if (z+ - «+) > (z" -

e~). In other words, choose the test for which you believe the

probability of falsification (z) is most above the level of irreduc-

ible error (c). This prescription is obviously very similar to the

conditions specified for the deterministic environment. Indeed,

if the two «s are equal (even if nonzero) the rule is identical:

Choose the test with the higher z. Thus, the prescriptions shown

in Table 1 hold in a probabilistic environment, as long as irre-

ducible error is also taken into account. In the Appendix we

also present an alternative measure of informativeness (a mea-

sure of "diagnosticity" often used in Bayesian analyses); the ba-

sic premises of our comparison remain intact. Qualitatively

similar results obtain even when using a non-Bayesian analysis,

based on statistical information theory (see Klayman, 1986).

Information in Hypothesis Testing: Conclusions

The foundation of our analysis is the separation of discon-

firmation as a goal from discontinuation as a search strategy. It

is a widely accepted prescription that an investigator should

seek falsification of hypotheses. Our analyses show, though, that

there is no correspondingly simple prescription for the search

strategy best suited to that goal. The optimal strategy is a func-

tion of a variety of task variables such as the base rates of the

target phenomenon and the hypothesized conditions. Indeed,

even attempting falsification is not necessarily the path to maxi-

mum information (see also Klayman, 1986).

We do not assume that people are aware of the task variables

that determine the best test strategies. Rather, we suggest that

people use a general, all-purpose heuristic, the positive test

strategy, which is applied across a broad range of hypothesis-

testing tasks. Like any all-purpose heuristic, this +test strategy

is not always optimal and can lead to serious difficulties in cer-

tain situations (as i n Wason's 2,4,6 task). However, our analyses

show that +testing is not a bad approach in general. Under com-

monly occurring conditions, the +test strategy leads people to

perform tests of both sufficiency and necessity (+Htests and

+Ttests), using the types of tests most likely to discover vio-

lations of either.

Beyond Rule Discovery: The Positive Test

Strategy in Other Contexts

The main point of our analysis is not that people are better

hypothesis testers than previously thought (although that may

be so). Rather, the +test strategy can provide a basis for under-

standing the successes and failures of human hypothesis testing

in a variety of situations. In this section, we apply our approach

to several different hypothesis-testing situations. Each of the

tasks we discuss has an extensive research literature of its own.

However, there has been little cross-task generality beyond the

use of the common "confirmation bias" label. We show how

these diverse tasks can be given an integrative interpretation

based on the general +test strategy. Each task has its unique

requirements, and ideally, people should adapt their strategies

to the characteristics of the specific task at hand. People may

indeed respond appropriately to some of these characteristics

under favorable conditions (when there is concrete task-specific

information, light memory load, adequate time, extensive expe-

rience, etc.). We propose that, under less friendly conditions,

hypothesis testers rely on a generally applicable default ap-

proach based on the +test strategy.

Concept Identification

At the beginning of this paper, we described the concept-iden-

tification task (Bruner et al., 1956) as a forerunner of Wason's

rule-discovery task (Wason, 1960). In both tasks, the subject's

goal is to identify the rule or concept that determines which of

a subset of stimuli are designated as correct. In concept identi-

fication, however, the set of possible instances and possible rules
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is highly restricted. For example, the stimuli may consist of all

combinations of four binary cues (letter X or T, large or small,

black or white, on the right or left), with instructions to consider

only simple (one-feature) rules (e.g., Levine, 1966). The hy-

pothesis set, then, is restricted to only eight possibilities. Even

when conjunctions or disjunctions of features are allowed (e.g.,

Bourne, 1974; Bruneret al., 1956), the hypothesis set remains

circumscribed.

A number of studies of concept identification have docu-

mented a basic win-stay, tose-shift strategy (e.g., see Levine,

1966,1970;Trabasso&Bower, 1968). That is, the learner forms

an initial hypothesis about which stimuli are reinforced (e.g.,

"Xs on the left") and responds in accordance with that hypothe-

sis as long as correct choices are produced. If an incorrect

choice occurs, the learner shifts to a new hypothesis and re-

sponds in accordance with that, and so on. In our terms, this is

+Htesting. It is what we would expect to see, especially since

total success requires a rule that is sufficient for reward, only.

In the concept-identification task + Htesting alone could lead to

a successful solution. However, because there are only a finite

number of instances (cue combinations), and a finite number

of hypotheses, +testing is not the most effective strategy. A more

efficient strategy is to partition the hypotheses into classes and

perform a test that will eliminate an entire class of hypotheses

in a single trial. For example, if a small, black X on the left is

correct on one trial, the rules "large," "white," "T," and "right"

can all be eliminated at once. If on the next trial a large, black

X on the right is correct, only "black" and "X" remain as possi-

bilities, ignoring combinations. This "focusing" strategy

(Bnmer et al., 19S6) is mathematically optimal but requires two

things from subjects. First, they must recognize that having a

circumscribed hypothesis set means it is possible to use a spe-

cial efficient strategy not otherwise available. Second, focusing

requires considerable cognitive effort to design an efficient se-

quence of tests and considerable memory demands to keep

track of eliminated sets of hypotheses. Subjects sometimes do

eliminate more than one hypothesis at a time, but considering

the mental effort and memory capacity required by the norma-

tive strategy, it is not surprising that a basic +test heuristic pre-

dominates instead (Levine, 1966, 1970; Millward & Spoehr,

1973;Taplin, 1975).

The Four-Card Problem

As suggested earlier, the +test strategy applies to both Htests

and T tests. Thus, tasks that allow both are of particular interest.

One example is the four-card problem (Wason, 1966,1968;Wa-

son & Johnson-Laird, 1972) and its descendants (e.g., Cox &

Griggs, 1982; Evans & Lynch, 1973; Griggs, 1983; Griggs &

Cox, 1982, 1983; Hoch & Tschirgi, 1983, 1985; Yachanin &

Tweney, 1982). In these tasks, subjects are asked to determine

the truth-value of the proposition "if P then Q" (P -• Q). For

example, they may be asked to judge the truth of the following

statement: "If a card has a vowel on the front, it has an even

number on the back" (Wason, 1966,1968). They are then given

the opportunity to examine known cases of P, P, Q, and Q. For

example, they can look at a card face-up with the letter E show-

ing, face-up with the letter K, face-down with the number 4

showing, or face-down with the number 7. In our terms, this is

a hypothesis-testing task in which "has an even number on the

back" is the target property, and "has a vowel on the front" is

the hypothesized rule that determines the target set. However,

the implication P —* Q is not logically equivalent to the if-and-

only-if relation tested in rule discovery: P is required only to be

sufficient for Q, not also necessary. Subjects nevertheless use

the same basic +test approach.

From our point of view, to look at a vowel is to do a +Htest.

The card with the consonant is a -Htest, the even number a

+Ttest, and the odd number a -Ttest. If the +test heuristic is

applied to problems of the form P —» Q, we would expect to

find a tendency- to select the +Htest and the +Ttest (P and Q),

or the -I-Htest only (P). Indeed, these choice patterns (P and Q,

or P only) are the most commonly observed in a number of

replications (Evans & Lynch, 1973; Griggs & Cox, 1982; Wa-

son, 1966, 1968; Wason & Johnson-Laird, 1972). However,

there is a critical difference between the rule to be evaluated in

the four-card problem and those in rule discovery. The implica-

tion P —»Q is subject to only one kind of falsification, P n Q.

As a result, the +test strategy is inappropriate in this task. The

only relevant tests are those that find false positives: +Htests

and -Ttests (P and Q, e.g., E and 7).

Earlier, we proposed that people would be able to move beyond

the basic +test strategy under favorable conditions, and research

on the four-card problem has demonstrated this. In particular, a

number of follow-up studies have shown that a concrete context

can point the way for subjects. Consider, for example, the casting

of the problem at a campus pub serving beer and cola, with the

proposition "if a person is drinking beer, then the person must be

over 19" (Griggs & Cox, 1982). Here the real-world context alerts

subjects to a critical feature of this specific task: The error of inter-

est is "beer-drinking and not-over-19" (P n Q). The presence of

people over 19 drinking cola (PflQ) is immaterial. In this version,

people are much more likely to examine the appropriate cases, P

and Q (beer drinkers and those under 19). Hoch and Tschirgi

(1983, 1985) have shown similar effects for more subtle and gen-

eral contextual cues as well.

Although there have been many explanations for the presence

and absence of the P and Q choice pattern, a consensus seems

to be emerging. The if/then construction is quite ambiguous in

natural language; it often approximates a biconditional or other

combination of implications (e.g., see Legrenzi, 1970; Politzer,

1986; Rumain, Connell, & Braine, 1983; Tweney & Doherty,

1983). A meaningful context disambiguates the task by indicat-

ing the practical logic of the situation. Some investigators have

suggested that in an abstract or ambiguous task, people resort

to a degenerate strategy of merely matching whatever is men-

tioned in the proposition, in other words, P and Q (Evans &

Lynch, 1973; Hoch &Tschirgi, 1985; Tweney & Doherty, 1983).

We suggest, however, that this heuristic of last resort is not a

primitive refuge resulting from confusion or misunderstanding,

but a manifestation of a more general default strategy (+testing)

that turns out to be effective in many natural situations. People

seem to require contextual or "extra logical" information

(Hoch & Tschirgi, 1983) to help them see when this all-purpose

heuristic is not appropriate to the task at hand.

Intuitive Personality Testing

Snyder, Swann, and colleagues have conducted a series of

studies demonstrating that people tend to seek confirmation of
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a hypothesis they hold about the personality of a target person
(Snyder, 1981; Snyder & Campbell, 1980; Snyder & Swann,
1978; Swann & Giuliano, in press). For example, in some stud-
ies (Snydei; 1981; Snyder & Swann, 1978), one group of sub-
jects was asked to judge whether another person was an extro-
vert, and a second group was asked to determine whether that
person was an introvert. Given a list of possible interview ques-
tions, both groups tended to choose "questions that one typi-
cally asks of people already known to have the hypothesized
trait" (Snyder, 1981, p. 280). For example, subjects testing the
extrovert hypothesis often chose the question "What would you
do if you wanted to liven things up at a party?"

This behavior is quite consistent with the +test heuristic.
Someone's personality can be thought of as a set of behaviors or
characteristics. To understand person A's personality is, then, to
identify which characteristics in the universe of possible human
characteristics belong to person A and which do not. That is,
the target set (T) is the set of characteristics that are true of
person A. The hypothesis "A is an extrovert" establishes a hy-
pothesized set of characteristics (H), namely those that are true
of extroverts. The goal of the hypothesis tester is, as usual, to
determine if the hypothesized set coincides well with the target
set. In other words, to say "A is an extrovert" is to say: "If it is
characteristic of extroverts, it is likely to be true of A, and if it
is not characteristic of extroverts, it is likely not true of A."
Following the +test strategy, you test this by examining extro-
vert characteristics to see if they are true of the target person
(+Htests).

The -t test strategy fails in these tasks because it does not take
into account an important task characteristic: Some of the
available questions are nondiagnostic. The question above, for
example, is not very conducive to an answer such as "Don't ask
me, I never try to liven things up." Both introverts and extro-
verts accept the premise of the question and give similar answers
(Swann, Giuliano, & Wegner, 1982). Subjects would better have
chosen neutral questions (e.g., "What are your career goals?")
that could be more diagnostic. However, it is not +Htesting that
causes problems here; it is the mistaking of nondiagnostic ques-
tions for diagnostic ones (Fischhoff & Beyth-Marom, 1983;
Swann, 1984). All the same, it is not optimal for testers to allow
a general preference for +Htests to override the need for diag-
nostic information.

A series of recent studies suggest that, given the opportunity,
people do choose to ask questions that are reasonably diagnos-
tic; however, they still tend to choose questions for which the
answer is yes if the hypothesized trait is correct (Skov & Sher-
man, 1986; Strohmer& Newman, 1983; Swann & Giuliano, in
press; Trope & Bassok, 1982, 1983; Trope, Bassok, & Alon,
1984). For example, people tend to ask a hypothesized introvert
questions such as "Are you shy?" Indeed, people may favor
+Htesting in part because they believe +Htests to be more diag-
nostic in general (cf. Skov & Sherman, 1986; Swann & Giuli-
ano, in press). Interestingly, Trope and Bassok (1983) found this
+Htesting tendency only when the hypothesized traits were de-
scribed as extreme (e.g., extremely polite vs. on the polite side).
If an extreme personality trait implies a narrower set of behav-
iors and characteristics, then this is consistent with our norma-
tive analysis of +Htesting: As p(t) becomes smaller, the advan-
tage of +Htesting over — Htesting becomes greater (see

Equations 1 and 2). Although only suggestive, the Trope and
Bassok results may indicate that people have some salutary in-
tuitions about how situational factors affect the +test heuristic
(see also Swann & Giuliano, in press).

Learning from Outcome Feedback

So far we have only considered tasks in which the cost of in-
formation gathering and the availability of information are the
same for +tests and -tests. However, several studies have looked
at hypothesis testing in situations where tests are costly. Of par-
ticular ecological relevance are those tasks in which one must
learn from the outcomes of one's actions. As mentioned earlier,
studies by Tschirgi (1980) and Schwartz (1982) suggest that
when test outcomes determine rewards as well as information,
people attempt to replicate good results (reinforcement) and
avoid bad results (nonreinforcement or punishment). This en-
courages +Htesting, because cases consistent with the best cur-
rent hypothesis are believed more likely to produce the desired
result.

Einhorn and Hogarth (1978; see also Einhorn, 1980) provide
a good analysis of how this can lead to a conflict between two
important goals: (a) acquiring useful information to revise
one's hypothesis and improve long-term success, and (b) maxi-
mizing current success by acting the way you think works best.
Consider the case of a university admissions panel that must
select or reject candidates for admission to graduate school.
Typically, they admit only those who fit their hypothesis for suc-
cess in school (i.e., those who meet the selection criteria). From
the point of view of hypothesis testing, the admissions panel
can check on selected candidates to see if they prove worthy
(+Htests). It is much more difficult to check on rejected candi-
dates (—Htests) because they are not conveniently collected at
your institution and may not care to cooperate. Furthermore,
you would really have to admit them to test them, because their
outcome is affected by the fact that they were rejected (Einhorn
& Hogarth, 1978). In other words, -Htests would require ad-
mitting some students hypothesized to be unworthy. However,
if there is any validity to the admissions committee's judgment,
this would have the immediate effect of reducing the average
quality of admitted students. Furthermore, it would be difficult
to perform either kind of Ttest in these situations. -l-Ttests and
-Ttests would require checking known successes and known
failures, respectively, to see whether you had accepted or re-
jected them. As before, information about people you rejected
is bard to come by and is affected by the fact that you rejected
them.

The net result of these situational factors is that people are
strongly encouraged to do only one kind of tests: +Htests. This
limitation is deleterious to learning, because +Htests reveal
only false positives, never false negatives. As in Wason's 2, 4, 6
task, this can lead to an overly restrictive rule for acceptance as
you attempt to eliminate false-positive errors without knowing
about the rate of false negatives.

On the other hand, our analyses suggest that there are situa-
tions in which reliance on + Htesting may not be such a serious
mistake. First, it might be the case that you care more about
false positives than false negatives (as suggested earlier). You
may not be too troubled by the line you insert in rejection letters
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stating that "Regrettably, many qualified applicants must be de-

nied admission." In this case, +Htesls are adequate because

they reveal the more important errors, false positives. Even

where both types of errors are important, there are many cir-

cumstances in which +Htests may be useful because false posi-

tives are more likely than false negatives (see Table 1). When

P(t) = P(h) andp(t) < .5, for example, the false-positive rate is

always greater than the false-negative rate. In other words, if

only a minority of applicants is capable of success in your pro-

gram, and you select about the right proportion of applicants,

you are more likely to be wrong about an acceptance than a

rejection. As always, the effectiveness of a +test strategy de-

pends on the nature of the task. Learning from +Htests alone

is not an optimal approach, but it may often be useful given the

constraints of the situation.

Judgments of Contingency

There has been considerable recent interest in how people

make judgments of contingency or covariation between factors

(e.g., see Alloy & Tabachnik, 1984; Arkes & Harkness, 1983;

Crocker, 1981; Nisbett & Ross, 1980; Schustack & Steinberg,

1981; Shaklee & Mims, 1982), and one often-studied class of

contingency tasks is readily described by the theoretical frame-

work proposed in the present paper. These are tasks that require

the subject to estimate the degree of contingency (or its presence

or absence) between two dichotomous variables, on the basis of

the presentation of a number of specific instances. For example,

Ward and Jenkins (1965) presented subjects with the task of

determining whether there was a contingency between the seed-

ing of clouds and the occurrence of rainfall on that day. Subjects

based their judgments on a series of slides, each of which indi-

cated the state of affairs on a different day: (a) seeding + rain,

(b) seeding + no rain, (c) no seeding + rain, or (d) no seed-

ing + no rain.

In our terms, the dichotomous-contingency task can be char-

acterized as follows: The subject is presented with a target prop-

erty or event and a set of conditions that are hypothesized to

distinguish occurrences of the target from nonoccurrences. In

the Ward and Jenkins (1965) example, the target event is rain,

and the condition of having seeded the clouds is hypothesized

to distinguish rainy from nonrainy days. This task is different

from rule discovery in two ways. First, the hypothesized rule is

not compared to a standard of "best possible" prediction, but

rather to a standard of "better than nothing." Second, the infor-

mation search takes place in memory; the tester determines

which information to attend to or keep track of rather than con-

trolling its presentation. (A similar characterization is pre-

sented by Crocker, 1981.)

Despite these differences, we propose that the basic +test

strategy is manifested in covariation judgment much as it is in

other, more external tasks. The event types listed above can be

mapped onto our division of instances into H and H, T and T

(see Table 3). The labels given the cells, A, B, C, and D, corre-

spond to the terminology commonly used in studies of contin-

gency. One possible evaluation strategy in such a problem is to

think of cases in which the conditions were met (days with cloud

seeding), and estimate how often those cases possessed the tar-

get property (rain). This is +Htesting: examining instances that

Table3

The Relationship of Hypothesis-Testing Terms

to Contingency Judgments

Target event or property

Proposed cause
or condition

Present (H)

Absent (ft)

Present
(T)

Cell A: H n T

CeUCHHT

Absent
(T)

Cell B: H n T

Cell D: HOT

fit the hypothesized conditions (H: cloud seeding)to see whether

they are target events (T: rain) or nontargets (T: no rain). In

other words, +Htesting is based on instances in cells A and B.

Similarly, one could think of cases in which the target property

occurred (it rained) to see whether the hypothesized conditions

were met (clouds had been seeded). This is equivalent to +Ttest-

ing, based on instances in cells A and C.

We expect, as usual, that people will favor +Htests and +T-

tests over -Htests and -Ttests. We also expect that there may

be a tendency toward +Htesting in particular, because of

greater attention to the sufficiency of rules than to their neces-

sity (e.g., you do not mind if it rains sometimes without seed-

ing). Also, many contingency tasks are framed in terms of the

relation between causes and effects. Htests may be more natural

then, because they are consistent with the temporal order of

causation, moving from known causes to possible results (cf.

Tversky & Kahneman, 1980).

These hypotheses lead to some specific predictions about

people's judgments of contingency. On a group level, judgments

will be most influenced by the presence or absence of A-cell

instances, because they are considered in both +Htests and +T-

tests. B-cell and C-cell data will have somewhat less influence,

because B-cell data are considered only with +Htests and C-cell

only with +Ttests. If +Htests are the most popular tests, then

B-cell data will receive somewhat more emphasis than C-cell

data. Finally, D-cell data will have the least effect, because they

are not considered in either of the favored tests. On an individu-

al-subject level, there will be extensive use of strategies compar-

ing cell A with cell B (+Htesting) and comparing cell A with

cell C (+Ttesting).

The data from a variety of studies support these predictions.

Schustack and Sternberg (1981), for example, found that the

contingency judgments of subjects taken as a group were best

modeled as a linear combination of the number of instances of

each of the four types, with the greatest emphasis placed on A-

cell, B-cell, C-cell, and D-cell data, in that order. Similar results

were reported in an experiment by Arkes and Harkness (1983,

Experiment 7), and in a meta-analysis of contingency-judg-

ment tasks by Lipe (1982).

A number of studies have also examined data from individual

subjects. Although some studies indicate that people are influ-

enced almost entirely by A-cell data (Jenkins & Ward, 1965;

Nisbett & Ross, 1980; Smedslund, 1963), there is now consider-

able evidence for the prevalence of an A - B strategy (Arkes &

Harkness, 1983;Shaklee&Mims, 1981,1982; Ward & Jenkins,

1965). This label has been applied to strategies that compare
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the number of H n T instances with the number of H n T (Cell
A vs. CeUB) as well as strategies that compare T n H (Cell A)
with T n H {Cell Q. The first comparison is consistent with our
idea of +Htesting, the second with +Ttesting. These two kinds
of comparison have not been clearly distinguished in the litera-
ture. For example, Arkesand Harkness (1983) sometimes label
the condition-but-no-event cell as B, and sometimes the event-
hut-no-condition cell as B. However, in one study, Shaklee and
Mims (! 981) were able to distinguish A - B and A - C patterns
in their data and found evidence of both.

Further evidence of a +test approach is found in a recent
study by Doherty and Falgout (1985). They presented the Ward
and Jenkins (1965) cloud-seeding task on a computer screen
and enabled subjects to save instances in computer memory for
later reference. Although there were large individual differ-
ences, the most common pattern was to save a record of in-
stances in cells A and B (the results of +Htests). The second
most common pattern was to save A-, B-, and C-ceB instances
(+Htests and +Ttests), and the third most common pattern was
B and C (the falsifications from +Htests and +Ttests). Together,
these 3 patterns accounted for 32 of 40 data-saving patterns in
two experiments.

In contingency judgment as in rule discovery, the +test strat-
egy can often work well as a heuristic for hypothesis testing.
However, this approach can deviate appreciably from statistical
standards under some circumstances. Most statistical indexes
(e.g., chi-square or correlation coefficient) put equal weight on
all four cells, which -f testing does not Are people capable of
more sophisticated strategies? Shaklee and Mims (1981,1982)
and Arkes and Harkness (1983) describe a sum-of-diagonals
strategy that generally fares well as a rough estimate of statisti-
cal contingency. However, a simple combination of+Htests and
+Ttests would result in a pattern of judgments very similar to
the sum-of-diagonals strategy. A stimulus set could be carefully
constructed to discriminate the two, but in the absence of such
studies, we suspect that many sum-of-diagonals subjects may
actually be using a combination of A versus B (+Htests) and A
versus C (+Ttests). This may explain why individual analyses
indicate frequent use of sum-of-diagonals strategies whereas
group analyses often indicate that D-cell data is given little
weight. On the other hand, we would expect that subjects might
use more sophisticated strategies under favorable circum-
stances. There is some evidence that reduced memory demands
have such an effect. Contingency judgments are more sophisti-
cated when data are presented in summary form, rather than
case by case (Arkes & Harkness, 1983; Shaklee & Mims, 1981,
1982; Shaklee & Tucko; 1980; Ward & Jenkins, 1965). Also,
the problem context and the wording of the question may direct
attention to relevant sources of data (Arkes & Harkness, 1983;
Crockei; 1982; Einhorn& Hogarth, 1986).

Further Theoretical and Empirical Questions

The concept of a general +test strategy provides an integra-
tive interpretation for phenomena in a wide variety of hypothe-
sis-testing tasks. This interpretation also prompts a number of
new theoretical and empirical questions. There are several ways
our analyses can be extended to explore further the nature of

Figure 6. Representation of hypothesis testing situation involving two
alternate hypotheses, RH and Rj, specifying sets H and J, respectively.

hypothesis-testing tasks and the strategies people use to accom-
plish them. We present a few examples here.

In this article we discuss tasks in which the goal is to deter-
mine the correctness of a single hypothesis. This is a common
situation, since people (including scientists) tend to view hy-
pothesis testing in terms of verifying or falsifying one particular
hypothesis (Mftroff, l974;Tweney, 1984,1985; Tweney& Doh-
erty, 1983; Tweney et al., 1980). On the other hand, it would be
interesting to analyze the use of simultaneous alternate hypoth-
eses in obtaining informative tests of hypotheses (see Figure 6).
The importance of specific alternatives has been emphasized in
laboratory hypothesis-testing studies (e.g., Wason & Johnson-
Laird, 1972, chap. 16) and in philosophical discussions (e.g.,
Platt, 1964). An analysis like ours could be used to examine
how alternate hypotheses can increase the expected informa-
tion from tests, under what circumstances an alternative is not
useful (e.g., with a straw-man hypothesis), and when it would
be better to simultaneously verify or falsify two alternatives
rather than perform a test that favors one over the other. From
a theoretical perspective, it might also be interesting to examine
a situation in which a larger set of alternate hypotheses are eval-
uated simultaneously. This may not be representative of ordi-
nary scientific thought, but could provide an interesting norma-
tive standard (cf. Edwards, 1965; Raiffa, 1968). It is also akin
to problems commonly faced by artificial intelligence research-
ers in designing expert systems to perform diagnostic tasks (see,
e.g.,Duda&Shortliffe, 1983; Fox, 1980).

Another possible extension of these analyses is to consider
standards of comparison other than "correct" or "best possi-
ble." la many situations, it may be more appropriate to ask
whether or not your hypothesis is "pretty good," or "good
enough," or even "better than nothing." Then, instead of com-
paring error rates to irreducible minima (t+ and O, you are
comparing them to other standards (s* and s~). Similarly, it
would be possible to consider the testing of a rule for estimating
a continuous variable rather than for predicting the presence or
absence of a property. What you want to know then is the ex-
pected amount of error, rather than just the probability of error.

Our theoretical analyses also suggest a number of interesting
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empirical questions concerning toe ways in which people adapt

their strategies to the task at hand. For example, we indicate

that certain task variables have a significant impact on how

effective the -Hest strategy is in different situations. We do not

know the extent to which people respond to these variables, or

whether they respond appropriately. For example, do people use

-Htests more when the target set is large? Will they do so if the

cost of false negative guesses is made clear? Our review of exist-

ing research suggests that people may vary their approach ap-

propriately under favorable conditions. However, there is still

much to learn about how factors such as cognitive bad and task-

specific information affect hypothesis-testing strategies.

Finally, there is a broader context of hypothesis formation

and revision that should be considered as well. We have focused

on the process of finding information to test a hypothesis. The

broader context also includes questions about how to interpret

yourfindings(e.g.,seeDarley&Gross, 1983;Hoch&Ha, 1986;

Lord et al., 1979). The astrophysicist must decide if the blur in

the picture is really a planer, the interviewer must judge whether

the respondent has given an extroverted answer. Moreover, ques-

tions about how hypotheses are tested are inevitably linked to

questions about how hypotheses are generated. The latter sort of

questions have received much less attention, however, possibly

because they are harder to answer (but see, e.g., Gettys, 1983;

Gettys & Fisher, 1979). Obtaining falsification is only a first

step. The investigator must use that information to build a new

hypothesis and must then do further testing. Thus, analyses of

hypothesis testing and hypothesis generation will be mutually

informative.

Conclusions

Over the past 30 years, there have been scores of studies on

the nature of hypothesis testing in scientific investigation and

in everyday reasoning. Many investigators talk about confir-

mation bias, bat this term has been applied to many different

phenomena in a variety of contexts. In our review of the litera-

ture, we find that different kinds of "confirmation bias" can be

understood as resulting from a basic hypothesis-testing heuris-

tic, which we call the positive test strategy. That is, people tend

to test hypotheses by looking at instances where the target prop-

erty is hypothesized to be present or is known to be present.

This +test strategy, in its various manifestations, has gener-

ally been regarded as incompatible with the prescription to seek

disconfirmation. The central idea of this prescription is that the

hypothesis tester should make a deliberate attempt to find any

evidence that would falsify the current hypothesis. As we show,

however, +testing does not necessarily contradict the goal of

seeking falsification. Indeed, under some circumstances, +test-

ing may be the only way to discover falsifying instances (see Fig-

ure 3). Furthermore, in probabilistic environments, it is not

even necessarily the case that falsification provides more infor-

mation than verification. What is best depends on the character-

istics of the specific task at hand.

Our review suggests that people use the +test strategy as a

general default heuristic. That is, this strategy is one that people

use in the absence of specific information that identifies some

tests as more relevant than others, or when the cognitive de-

mands of the task preclude a more carefully designed strategy.

Our theoretical analyses indicate that, as an all-purpose heuris-

tic, +testing often serves the hypothesis tester well. That is prob-

ably why it persists, despite its shortcomings. For example, if

the target phenomenon is relatively rare, and the hypothesis

roughly matches this base rate, you are probably better off test-

ing where you do expect the phenomenon to occur or where you

know the phenomenon occurred rather than the opposite. This

situation characterizes many real-world problems. Moreover,

+tests may be less costly or less risky than -tests when real-

world consequences are involved (Einhorn & Hogarth, 1978;

Tschirgi, 1980).

Like most general-purpose heuristics, however, +testing can

lead to problems when applied inappropriately. In rule discov-

ery, it can produce misleading feedback by failing to reveal a

whole class of important falsifications (violations of necessity).

In propositional reasoning (e.g., the four-card problem), +test-

ing leads to superfluous tests of necessity (+Ttests) and neglect

of some relevant tests of sufficiency (-Ttests). In a variety of

tasks, including concept indentification, intuitive personality

testing, and contingency judgment, a +test strategy can lead to

inefficiency or inaccuracy by overweighting some data and un-

derweighting others. The consequences of using a +test strategy

vary with the characteristics of the task.

Our task analyses serve two major functions. First, they nigh-

light some of the structural similarities among diverse tasks in

the broad domain of hypothesis testing. This permits integra-

tion of findings from different subareas that have so far been

fairly isolated from each other. Second, our approach provides

a framework for analyzing what each task requires of the sub-

ject, why people make the mistakes they do, and why changes

in the structure and content of tasks sometimes produce sig-

nificant changes in performance. These questions are central to

understanding human hypothesis testing in the larger context of

practical and scientific reasoning.
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Appendix

Two Measures of the Expected Impact of a Test

Assume that you have a hypothesized rule, RH, and some subjective

degree of belief that this rule is the best possible, P(RH = RI). Your goal
is to achieve the maximum degree of certainty that RH - RB or RH ?
RB. Suppose that you perform a +Htest, and receive a falsification (Fn,
+H). Then, according to Hayes's equation, your new degree of belief
should be

p(RH = RB|Fn, + H) = H = RB). (Al)

According to earlier definitions, p(Fn, +H|RH = RB) = P(tlb) = «+, and
p(Fn, +H) = p(t|h) = z*. Thus

/>(RH = RfllFn, +H) = p.p{RH = RB). (A2)

Similarly, if your -fHtest yields verification,

= RB|Vn, +H) = f: .p(RH = RB). (A3)

p(RH = RB|Result).

• RB|Result)

Q' =

. p(Result|RH = RB) p(RH = RB)

p(Result|RH * RB) ' p(RH * RB)
(A6)

LR • 0

The likelihood ratio (LR) is the basis of the diagnosticity measure. It is
equal to the ratio of revised odds (fi') to prior odds (Q). A likelihood

ratio of 1 means the result has no impact on your beliefs; it is nondiag-
nostic. The further from 1 the likelihood ratio is, the greater the event's

impact.
Edwards (1968; Edwards & Phillips, 1966) suggests that subjective

uncertainty may be better represented by log odds than by probabilities
or raw odds, based on evidence that subjective estimates made on such

a scale tend to conform better to normative specifications. Following
this suggestion, diagnosticity can be measured as the magnitude of the

change in log-odds (AL) that an event would engender, which is equiva-
lent to the magnitude of the log likelihood ratio, |log LR|. If, for in-
stance, you performed a +Htest and received falsification, the diagnos-
ticity of this datum would be

By definition, e* ^ z*, so verifications produce an increased degree

of belief that RH = RB (or no change) and falsification a decrease in
belief (or no change). For — Htests, revisions are equivalent but depend
on i~ and z~~ rather than t* and z+.

Using the expected change in belief (EAP) as a measure of infer ma-
tiveness (as defined in the text),

APF,

APVn.+H =

p(RH = RB) - RB)

.H-RB)- 1-77 ,

p(RH = RB)
l -z+ RB)

P+H = p(Fn|+H). APFn,+H + p(Vn|+H). APVn>+H

Similarly,

H = RB) + (z* - «+)-

EAP-H = p(RH = RB)-2(z- - «

= RB)

(A4)

(AS)

An alternate measure of impact, diagnosticity, is frequently used in
Bayesian analyses. An alternate form of Bayes's theorem states that

= in.
8

1 - ,p{RH = RB)

P(Rn n, +H)

1 - P(RH = RslFn, +H) '
(A7)

For ease of exposition, we will use the letter Cto stand for the subjective

probability p(RH = RB). Following equations A2 and A3 above,

and

l-C

(AS)

(A9)

Parallel to our earlier analyses, we can define the expected change
in log-odds (EAL) for a +Htesl as pf

p(Vn|+Htest). ALV,,,4H- Thatis,

EAL+H = z+ALFn,+H + (1 - z+)ALVn.+H. (A10)

Accordingly, the expected change in log-odds for -Htests can be cal-
culated by substituting «~ for <* and i~ for z* in Equations AS, A9,
andAlO.

EAL increases monotonically with increasing z, except for some
small, local violations when Cis very low, z is very high, and c is near .5

(rather degraded conditions). EAL decreases monotonically with in-
creasing i Thus, as in earlier analyses, more information is expected
from the test with the higher z and the lower e. The exact trade-off be-

tween z and f is complex, however. Under most circumstances, the com-

ponent due to falsifications (z+ALFn.+H for -fHtests or Z~ALFO.-H tor
—Htests) is greater than the component due to verification [(1 -

z+)ALv0,+H or (1 — z~)ALvn,-H» respectively]. That is, more informa-
tion is expected to come from falsification, overall, than from verifica-
tion with this measure.
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